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MI T OF 1)MNSNIFITAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE 1 NTEIDOlt,
BUREAU OE EDUCATION,

Washington, January 12, 1916.
SIR: The extension of agricultural education in this country and

the desire to make instruction in agriculture at the same time more
practical and also more cultural give special interest to accounts of
the organization, courses of study, and methods of instruction in
agricultural schools in other countries. I therefore recommend that
the :::,!ompanying brief account of secondary agricultural schools in
Russia bd published, as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education. This:
acooiint has been prepared by W. S. Jesien, translator of Slavic
languages in this bureau.

llesPectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF TUE INTERIOR.

. ,p.. P. CI.AXTON,

Commissioner.
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SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS IN RUSSIA.

INTRODUCTION. .,

. . \
In a country where 80 per cent of the people are engaged in farm-

ing it ii but natural to expect that the agricultural schools should
Rlay an important pa tt in the general system of education. The
methods of farming tiiployed by the Russian peasant ,aros very
piiiritive, and one of the gravest'coticerns of the Ru%iiin Govern-
ment is the low productivity of farming, owing to the crude methods'
of cultivation generally in use.

The 'Russian peasant, contrary to what might be expected from the ..
enormoas area and sparse population of the Empire, is generally
small farmer. All the farming land in European Russia is already
either in private hands or under Government reservation, and the
only part open to settlement is in distant. Siberia, famous for blind-
ing snowstorms, howling wolves, and fierce Mongolian tribes, but
comprising very fertile areas. .

In or4er to subsist on his small farm the peasant must employ
the modern methods of intensive farming. The urgency of this
questis4 is emphaSized by terrible famines that affect one or several.
ogricultueal districts of Russia almost every yeagr.

To promote the adoption of modern methods of farming by the
peasants the Governmen't, aided by provincial authopities, com-
munal organizations, and educational societies, exercises ever in-
creasing activity. Agricultural banks, offering the small farmers an
easy and low Interest credit, have been established in all the farm-
ing districts. Agricultural machines are rented to the peasants;
and grain elevators and agricultural stores are supplied in all parts
of the country.

Experimental fields where the peasants can observe the results ob-
tained by better methods of cultivation are maintained in umerous
districts of the Empire, and agricultural experts are tioned
throughout the country to advise the peasants in all matters p rtain-,
jag to cultivation. Popblar lectures on agriculture and related sub-'
jects are aWarranged in villages, and the lecturers often travel over
a wide stredh of country. As a distinctive factor in the technical de-
velopment of agriculture in Russia should be mentioned the large.
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moaern farming estates, whose methods are extensively imitated by
the peasants.

In this movement an important part is performed by the " zeths-
tvos," bodies exercising local self-government. The zemstvos are
composed almost eicclusively of representatives of land-owning no-
bility and peasants: They impose local taxes no to exceed 3 per
cent of the annual value of -the real property ill the district, and,
having very small administrative expenses, turn back to the popula-
tion most of the money received in the form of educational and wel-
fare activity. The total sum expended by the zemstvos for agricul-
tural development in 1911 was 11,400,000 rubles.' A considerable
part of this amount wits spent for agricultural education, both ele-
mentary and secondary. The zemstvos are very active in'this work,
the number of schools founded and maintained by them rivaling that
of-the government schools.

LEGISLATION FOR AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

The act of 1904 on agricultural education constitutes 'the basis of
the organization of the agricultural schools. This act places all
private schools of this kind under the supervision of the ministry of
agriculture and imperial domains,' providing at the same time for
the maintenance of schools controlled directly by that ministry, and
for a considerable part of the support of private schools, the zemstvo
schools being included in the latter class.

The act contains some special inducements for the encouragement
of private initiative in the establishment of new schools. It de-
clares: 3

To agricultural schools, Independently of their sources of maintenance, may
be leased, free of charge, farming and forest government lands necessary for
!musing the students and for the codduct of experimental farming. ,

The act provides further:
The said schools may be furnished, free of charge, with lumber from gov-

iernment forests for the erection of their buildings and for the repair of the
Same, as well as for heating, according to regulations established by the minis-
ter of agriculture and imperial domains.

' Agriculthral schools, ministerial as well as private, are exempted
- by the act from import duty on any books or educational material im-

ported from abroad, and they are granted free use of mails within
the Empire.

The agricultural schools are divided by the act into three classes,
Hower or primary, middle or secondary, and higher schools. The

'The exchange value of the Table le 51.5 cents.
2 Now called " general °Mee of land. management and agriculture."
'Collection of data on agricultural education, 14th home; see Bibliography.
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higher school4 are subject to special regulaiigns, not included in the
act. The secondary schools are defined by the act as "having for
their object the furnishing to students of a practical agricultural edu-
cation, based on scientific principles, in order to prepare them for
agricultural work." The higher primary schools are described as
" established for preparation for practical farming," and the ele-
mentary schools as having for their object the "preparation, mainly
by practical instruction, of men informed and skilled in respect to
farm work."

Irt the elementary division are also included " practical agricul-
tural schools," limited to certain special agricultural branches, such
as gardening, vine culture, wine making, butter making, and caring
for cattle. These practical schools are intended to prepare trained
laborers in the branches enumerated.

The primary schools are naturally limited in scope by their short
course and by the necessity of giving the students general elementary
education. These schools are very numerous and are an excellent
means of popular edtication, since they attract more peasant chil-
dren than any other primary schools. From different reports end
opinions it appears, however, that the primary agricultural schools
of Russia are in the experimental stage, and their usefulness is. still
a matter of question.

The .secondary schools represent the normal type of technical
schools, like those established in Germany and other western Euro-
pean countries. They are organized and managed admirably. Some
of them have existed a long time; the Moscow school, for example,
was founded in 1822. These schools have a curriculum of wider
scope than is necessary for the purely practical instruction of peasant
youths in modern farming. Only a small part of their graduates ever
return to farming on a small scale, while many become managers of
larger estates, government officials, teachers, etc. Still, these schools
help to diffuse the new ideas in agricultur_eamong the population in
an indirect way. Located in the country, often in the immediate
neighborhood of a number of small peasant farms, they attract the
attention of the peasantry to their experimental fields, the imported
breeds of cattle and horses, the use of modern machinery and scien-
tific methods. The Russian " moujik " has keen observation and is
imitative. He therefore readily adopts the methods whose suc-
cessful application strikes his eye. In many cases the schools main-
tain breeding centers for the improvement of the local breeds of
cattle.

Another important function of the secondary schools is that of
furnishing teachers to the primary schools, which multiply very
rapidly.

90329-17-2
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MAINTENANCE OF AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

The most important government activity in agricultural educa-
tion is that developed through the channels of the department of
agriculture. e A glance at the figures representing the annual dis-
bursements of the State for this purpose gives a suggestion of the
importance attached to agricultural education in Russia. The fol-
lowing table shows that the increase in the governmentprovision
for agricultural schools controlled by the department was 2,010,880
rubles within the period 1907-1911, and that it progressed yearly as
follows:

Annual
appropri&

dm.
Annual
Ine"e.

1907

Rubl.
' 1,973,4es71

Rubles

1909 2,052,330 178,950

1109 , 2, 261,937 309,577

1910 3,926. 04 664,927

1911 3, 984,351 957,517

Total increase 2, 010, 06

\.1

The few agricultural schools coming within the province of the

ministry of public instruction are classified as technical. With the
exception of some scanty references, no separate data for them can
be gathered from the official reports. It will be interesting, however,
to note the relative importance of the educational activity of the de-
partment of agriculture as shown by the following comparison : The-
entire amount contributed by the treasury toward the maintenance
of the technical schools under the supervision of the ministry o(
public instruction amounted to 2,689,907.67 rubles in 1912.1 This

total included nearly one and a half million rubles expended on
higher technological institutes: it also included a certain amount
corresponding to the expenditure for several agricultural schools.

The department of agriculture in 1911 expended 3,884,351 rubles

for agricultural schools alone.

SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

Admission of students.There are at thepresent time 15 second-

ary agricultural schools in Russia. This number appears far too.
small to meet the popular demand. At the beginning of every year
there is an enormous number of applicants, exceeding the number

- of vacancies, so that pupils must be accepted by competitive examina-

tion. The preparation required of these competitors is equal to the

*Report of the minister of public instruction for 1912: see Bibliography.
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first two years of gymnifsium or a full course of primary two -class
schools.

Social class of students.Because of lower tuition fees these
schools attract the children of peasants and other poor classes in a
larger proportion than the -other secondary schools. By the latest
available ,statistics, the percentage of pupils, according to social
cla,-ses in the several agricultural schools is as follows:

MoscowKll I Don API- Agrcil
SOCIIII clot, of parents. ell11111111 tura!rural

School.

Kagan
Atugricul-

ral
School.

Peasant
Burgher;

Zit
22

89 I
1

27
25

31

Nlercluutts 12 8 5
Nobility 6 9 16
Other glades 7 , 31 15

It must be explained that the percentage of children of peasants
and working classes in other secondary schools in Russia is Com-
paratively low. According to official figures,' quoted by the minister
of public instriction in his report for 1912, 32.7 per cent or nearly
one-third of the-gymnasium pupils are scions of the nobility, while
another third is composed of the sons of men ranking high in the
social scale. Only 27.1 per cent of the pupils are children of hurghers
and artisans.

This tends to show how really democratic is the agriculturalthool
in Russia in comparison with other divisions of secondary education.

Free scholarships.While as a rule the pupils of the secondary
schools are required to pay nominal tuition fees, the poorer children
are aided by scholarships from various private foundations and from
government provisions for that purpose. The number of beneficiaries
is naturally limited by the amount of available funds. Those who
desire to obtain a free education must not only prove that they are
Door, but also show by tlttir good behavior and excellent progress in'
studies that they are deserving.

In the four secondary agricultural schools whose printed reports
are available the relation of the number of students with scholar-
ships to the total number Of students is as follows:

Kherson
Agricul-

tural
School.

Don Agri-
cultural
School.

Moscow florid
Agricul-

torsi
School. School.

Nurniter of students 119 116 265 133
Number of scholarships 13 33 18 14
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Statistics?- Preliminary to considering the operations of this im-
portant class'of agricultural schools it will be well to have in mind

'certain salient facts regarding them which way best be shown by the
latest official statistics as summarized in the following tables:

SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.
iCompiksci from statistics of the Department of Agriculture for 1900.J

Schools.
Pate of
foun-

dation.

Num-
bar of

instrue-
tors.

Numher
of stu-
dente

(Jan. I,
1910).

Annual
expendl

ture.

Value or
school

property.

Rabies.t Rabies.
tiorld Agricultural School 1840 16 149 ,630 286,111

Kazan Agricultural School PM 10 118: 52,90 199,401

Marylask Agricultural School 1165 12 139 67,227 179,839

Kbarkoll Agricultural School 1865 14 151 ! 56,035 218,082

Liman Agricultural School
Mosoosr Agricultural School
Khereon Agricultural School

t 1144
1823
1874

23
as
9

194 , 106,922
277 76,861
138 75,172

1 1,161,90
132,41A
114,291

Bohoroditak °ye Agricultural School 1898 17 133 i 63,264 116,766

Samara Agricultural School.. 1900 11 196 71,100 193,796

Boszarablan School of Viticulture. 1894 35 34,192 312,214

Pskov Agricultural School 1902 IS 113 ! 54,718 119,086'

Don Agricultural School 1907 14 113 47,177 121,164

1 In 1902.

The following table gives a detailed view of the different sources

contributing to the maintenance of secondary agricultural schools in

Russia :

SOURCES OF MAINTENANCE OF SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL
' SCHOOLS IN RUSSIA.

(Compiled from official statistics of the Department of Agriculture. 1009.)

P
Schools.

State
treasury.

Desserablan 'School of Viti
culture 31,497

Bohoroditakoye Agricultural
.gcho 64,601

Ocr AgriculturalAgricultural School. 61,401

Don Agricultural School 41,133
gseen Agricultural School 69089

'16nrylnak Agricultural School 127,,928
Worm, Agricultural School. 21,129
Pskov Agricultural School 77,341
Samara Agricultural School 44,700

paten Agieultural 188,602
Kharkoff Agricultural School 68,627

Khorson Agricultural School 9,468

'rota 799,416

Public
tv° and inatitu.other floss.ions.

18,000

8,000
n,

63,312

pi+ In...ter
rate -acqn
per- ray!O. tai.

-W

Income
from Tui- Other

proper- fees. 15°ilus'
achool tion

ties.

Total.

133 4,000 2,760 I
40,386

712

19,309

11,498

9,146

3,011

7,246 16,730
21,123 , 7;832

118 41,
372 10, Z 18 105 I

190
9,062

380 28,185 r.1
42,125 , 52

46 8,834 2 192
9,567 34,843

95,661

1 6,061

106,577
113,068

101,810
78,856

156,493
76,4434
96,412

103,610

271,299
68,627

80,452

444,972 1,296,388

PROGRAMS.

Courses of study.-The course of study for the secondary agricul-
tural schools covers six years, the sixth year being almost entirely
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devoted to practical occupations and work in experimental fields:
The following is a typical program, that of the Don Agricultural
School, as printed in the report of the school for the year 1911:

Hours HoursVirst year: weekly. Second )ear: weekly.Religion Religion 2Russian language_ 6 Russian language 5German language 5 German language 3Geography of Europe 2 Geography of Russia 2History. universal 3 Universal history 1Arithmetic 2 History of Russia 2Algebra 3 Algebra 3Geometry 3 Geometry 3Drawing 2 Drawing 2

Hours HoursThird year : weekly. Fourth year : weekly.Religion 2 Religion 1!Westin language_ 3 Russian language 8Gernian language Gertuan language 2Universal history Trigonometry 2History of Russia Dra wing 1Algebra Zoology 2Geometry Anatomy and physiology of ani-Drawing 2 mals 8
Zoology 2 Anatomy of plants 2Botany 3 Physiology .of plants 1Chemistry 3 Chemistry 2Physics 3 Physics 2
Mineralogy and geology 2 Mineralogy and geology 1

Science of soils 3
Mathematical geography 1
Horticulture 2

Hours HennFifth year : weekly. Sixth year : weekly.
Religion 1 Agriculture 3German language 2 Zootechny 4
Drawing 1 Farm economy 6Chemistry 2 Agricultural technology 2
Meteorology -.-General agriculture_ __.... 3

Agcicultural machines and general
mechanics 2

General zootechny 4 Geodesy 2
Farm economy a Building 2
Agricultural technology
Agricultural machines and general

2 Survey of farm industry
Law

1
2

mechanics Veterinary medicine 1
Geodesy 2 Forest ry
Survey of farming industry

The general subject taught in the secondary agricultural schools
have nearly the same scope as in the gymnasia. Absence of Latin
and Greek is a noteworthy feature. Much stress is laid on the Ger-
man language which, owing to the scarcity of Russian scientific and
technical literature, is an indispensable means of thorough technical'
education in any branch.

Practical training.The most interesting subjects are those relat-
ing to the special or practical occupations of the'students. Some of
the schools have issued very complete and coherent reports, awl from
these it is possible to reconstruct the agricultural school life in all its
phases.

Al .nost all these institutions belofig to the type of boarding schools,
and the occupations -pf students throughout the day are determined
by school rules. Even the vacation time is utilized for diiferebt farm
occupations 1 which meet the natural inclination of growing boys
toward activity and physical exercise and are in no way oppressive.
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The report of the Kherson Agricultural School for 1911 gives the
following information on the practical occupations of students dur-
ing the year:

During the rear the practical occupations of the students consisted (1f work
in the field and about the farm with n view to acquiring skill In the work and in
handling agricultural machines and implements.

During the year the students pet formed the following vork : Plowing, har-
rowing, sowing by machines, and operating harvesters and machine .akes.
They also cut to and grain with scythes, carted It off, and stored it. They 1

worked at threshing machines, sorted grain, cultivated crops by hoeing, inter-
plowing, and mulching, attended to young forest plantings, cleaned the cattle
yard twice daily and curried the Fows, prepared feed and fed it to the animals.
They also attended In turns to the business affairs of the farm and to raising
live stock.

During the school year, that is, from September 1 to the date of the exomma-
tious for promotion, the grades took their dali' turns In field work by the rot-.
lowing scheme: Monday, sixth grade; Tuesday, fifth grade; Wednesday, fourth
grade; Thursday, third grade; Friday, second grade... Saturday, first grade.

From the date of the exatnination. May 5, the stullents worked on the plan
of practical occupations, usually two or three grades at a time. The students of
the remaining grades studied geodesy, botany, zoology. entomology, agricultural
mechanics, and other subjects, or tiwy worked in the ot;eliard. truck gunk ,

or apiary.
The students of the sixth grade do not take part in thesammer occupations,

because itnutediately after the examinations they depart to different runlet
farms for prectim.

The period of summer oelkations lasted until the eompletion of thrashing.
The students were released liffr summer vaentions on July 20.

haring the school year the farm occupations of the students begin at 8.30'a. in.
and continue until 1.30 p.m., with n 40-minute Interval for lunch, from 11.20
to 12 o'clock. After dinner the students work from 3 p.m. to 5 or 6 p. m., ac-
cording to the time of the sunset. ln the summer the work is carried on or- yr
cording to the following plan:

Rising in the morning.._ 5.30 a. in.
'Morning prayer and tea 6.00 a. in.
Beginning work 6.30 a. M.
Breakfast 9.00 a. tn.
Work 9.30 a. m. to 11.30 a. nt.
Dinner and rest 11.30 a. to. to 3.30 p.
Work 4.00 p. m. to 7.30
Evening tea dnd supper k.00 p. tn.
Assignment, of work for the next day 8.30 p. m.
Prayer 9.19 _p. m.

..The supervision of the studentre.work end rating It belongs to the farm man-
ager and his aid the farmer. Every night the farm manager apportions the
work among the students whose turn It is to work the next day. In this he is
guided by the following considerations: (1) Thst. Students assigned for the
same kind of work be equal In age sad physical development ; (2) the number of
students to do a given work must be large enough to complete the work assigned
to them in one day without excessive fatigue; (3) the' Individual groups of
students should not be scattered in the field, but work In proximity to one
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another, in this way facilitating the inspection; (4) the students %honk!, as
fear as practicable, take turns in the performance of different tasks, so that each
of them may pass through all phases of farm work; (5) if the students have to
perform a given work for the first time or have had little experience in it, all
ttention is directed toward the work Itself with the view of developing In the
udents skill in the particular tasks required.

fall, whiter. and early spring, when there is little work to do In the
field, the current work can usually be done by the students, who take their turns
by grades; but in the rush of the spring planting, and especially in the sum-
mor, there Is ofteu an accumulation of work that requires the hire of additional
.1:13 or piece laborers. In the summer the hardest work Is assigned to the
shalonts of higher grades, while the younger boys are engaged In occupations of
Va t'r kinds.

EXCORSIONS.

Excursions are made by students to large farms which offer oppor-
tunities for observing the application to practii;a1 farming of the
scientific methods Ought in the school. These excursions form an
interesting feature of the program of the secondary agricultural
schools, and are designed to give the finishing touches to the boys'
education. They are usually arranged for the higher grades.

One such trip is described as follows in the report of the Kherson
Agricultural School:

This excursion, led by the manager of the school farm, was participated In
lv the students of the fifth grade, 13 In number, bo went by steamer
up the Imdeper iticer. By a Iwearranged plan, the first piffle visited was the"Cossack estate " of prince P. N. Trouhetskoy. The excursionists began their
journey at 11 a. m., June 0. and at 3 o'clock in the afternoon arrived at

Kozatskoye." After a repast and a little rest they visited the farm build-
ings, vineyards, and wine pressing and fermentation plant connected with large
wine cellars. The manager of the plant. a specialist in wine production, gave
the students a very Interesting lecture on this subject. The next day the
manager of the estate conducted the excursionists about the farm grounds,
covering an area of 27,000 desiatines (72.9(X) ares). The inspection of this
vast territory occupied 'the entire day. At 2 o'clock the next morning they
started on a further journey up the river. The next place visited was the estate
of Grand Duke Nicholas Mikhitylovitsh, covering an area of over 70,000
desk:tines (189,000 acres) of land located In the Provinces of Tavrichesky,
Yekaterinoslav, and Kherson.

About 11 a. m. the excursionists landed In the harbor of Bolshnya Lepletikha,
where n number of carriages, sent from the estate, were already waiting for
themm. They covered the distance of 30 versta (20 miles) to Rogatshitakaya,
where the administration of the property is centered, in four hours, arriving
there at 3 p. m. The remaining part of the day was utilized for a tour arou*
the administration grounds and shops. Among the implements of the estate
attention was attracted to a plow drawn by a steam tractor, which the students
saw for the first time. The next morning they visited the 'great horse-breeding
-establishments of the estate, which presented many Interesting features. At
noon the excursionists were transported to Groushevskaya, the home of the
central management of the estate. Before the night set in they had enough
time to see some cultivated fields, particularly the experimental grounds, which
were very interesting. The following day the students looked over the remain-

be.
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lag part of the estate. They visited the distillery which produces alcohol
=tray from corn, of which a great quantity was raised on the place. They
inspected the sheepbreeding establishments, which were In a perfect state of
management. Thmalso viewed the experimental grounds of the Yekaterinnslav
provincial "zemstvo," established mainly for the purpose of trying out different
kinds of corn and sorghum.,

The following day the excursionists visited Annovka, the property of Count
Kotchubey, located in Upper-Imiepe County of the Province of Yekateringslat.

This estate is famous for its thoroughbred gray Ukrainian cattle. Much
attention Is given to raising corn, alfalfa, and hay grasses. The inspection
of the Annovka estate was completed before the end of the day, and on the
day following the students set out for,Itindovaya station, where they boarded
n train for (Moult ieVka, n large plae.belonging to Count M. M. Tolstoy. Ou

this estate the excursionists spent two days. They saw the perfectly culti-
vated form grounds, forest r antings, brick works with a lionlati 1'111111We.
and the horselbreeding establishments. The next (dade visited was Trostionetz.
located In the province of Kitsrkoff. A delay of seven hours between trains
was utilized for a sight-seeing toua I n Kharkofi. 20 rcr.tts distant from the
Llubot in station.

The Trostittnetz estate is located in Akiltyrsky County, Province of Kinn,
koff, close to the Smorodino Station of the SoutliVrn Railway. It is n large
place, covering an area of 22,000 de/Unfitted (59,400 acres). The most im-
portant crop cultivated Is sugar. beets. The other crops were also In a hoe
condition, espcially the winter ttlien't Ind hayproducing ):rases. In Trostia
netz the excursionists sta3ed for one tiny and a half, visit In: the sugar factory.
lumber utill, parquetry mill, and a large forest estate with model artificial
plantings. They also inspected the dairy. where there :ere over 100 cows of
Swedish breed:

On June 20 the excursionists started from Trostianetz for their home in
Kherson, where they arrived at 10 a. m., June 21.

The excursions reported by other agiicultural schools were
arranged in a way closely similar to that just described. 'they seem
to be a part of a strictly defined demonstration system, supple-
mentary to t'.,e school instruction, and, like everything else, are
carried out with precision.

TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

In connection with some secondary airicuitural schools there have,_
been established pedagogical courses whose object is to prepare.
teachers for primary agricultural sc ools.

A very interesting 'report, which i cidentally throws light on the
origin of these courses, is contained in a publication entitled. " Ia-

'formation on the Establishment a Subsequent Reforins of Peda-
gogical Courses at the Kharkoff ricultural'School."1. arpears
that the initiative in this movement belonged to the ministry of
agriculture And imperial domains, which is so prominently identi-

fied with agricultural education in Russia.
'See bibliography.
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The report explains the conditions that gave rise to the pedagogical
courses as follows:

Pedagogical courses at the Kharkoff Agricultural .School were estabIlahid
in .the year 1896 for the purpose of giving instruction In special subjecte -and
natural history to teachers of primary agricultural schools.

The rapid growth of these primary schools caused a demand for instructors
having sufficient preparation to teach agricultural subjects In them. As
there was no institution for the preparation of such ft achers, the ministry of
agriculture and imperial domains found it advisable to establish temporary
courses of short duration for th' purpose" of preparing graduates of the
secondary agricultural schools for the work of teachers. With this object in
view, in 1894, the minister Issued a circular to 1111 the agricultural schools, pro-
posing, in a tentative way, to establish pedagogical courses In connection with
orne of the secondary agricultural schools.

The pedagogic council of the Kharkoff Agricultural School, havifig considered
the proposed plan from the technical as well as from the economical point of
view, presented its opinion to the department of agriculture in October of the
same year.

In January, 1895, the plan of organization of pedagogical courses had already
been worked out and, together with other circumstances pertaining to the local
conditions ofthe Kharkoff School, it was subjected to'full deliberation. The
director of the school was requested to present to the department of agriculture
a statement regarding the foundations on which the courses would be based, as
well as estimates of the Initial and subsequent annual expenses that would be
necessary for the establishment and maintenance of such courses. Directed by
the instructions of the ministry and by the conclusions of the pedagogic council
and having himself gathered much information pertaining to the subject, the
director presented to the department in Juue, 1895, his vroject and estimates
covering fully not only the organization of pedagogical courses, but also of a
primary agricultural school In counection with the courses.

On December 20, 1895, the ministr accepted the project and Issued a set of
regulations for the proposed courses.

They were defined as "Courses for the preparation of teachers
for lower agricultural schools," and were placed under the control
of the ministry of agriculture and imperial domains. The duration
of the courses was to be one year, the number of students was limited
to 10, and the preparatory education required was covered by higher
or secondary agricultural schools, including the additional year of
practical employment on private farms. Persons who had 'had three
years of actual teaching in one of the special subjects in primary
agricultural schools were also accepted, without regard to their
previous education.

The students were obliged to sign a pledge to serve at least three
years as teachers after the completion of the courses, or to return the
amount that the Government had spent for their education. The
courses were ,managed by the director .Of the Kharkoff Agricultural
School, aided by the pedagogic council, composed of the teachers of
the courses and presided over by the director.
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accordance with these regulations the students are examined by
a commission of teachers under the presidency of the director. The
practical examination consists of two trial lessons, one on a subject
selected by the student and another on a subject selected by the com-
mission. Some of the students who have paled the examination
may be assigned by the ministry to the best elementary agricultural
schools for additional practical training.

The following subjects compote the curriculum of the pedagogical
-courses: (1) General pedagogy, didactics, and methods of teaching
agricultural subjects and natural history in application to farming;
(2) agriculture and animal industry in a wider scope: and (3) prac-
tical occupations. These practical occupations consist of : (a) Tutor-
ing individual students of an agricultural school or any other special
school selected for this purpose; (b) participation in practical occu-
pations in agriculture and its branches; (c) experimental lessons on.
natural science and agriculture under the supervision of the teachers;
(d) dialussions following the lessons, participated in by all the stu-
dents present. under the direction of the teacher: and (e) making
collections of illustrative material. The studehts *lo make excur-
sions to private farms and perform tasks in agricultural economies.

The courses were established in January, 1 896 and NV ere continued
up to 19(X) on a temporary basis. Their usefulness having been
demonstrated by actual experience and imlorsed by numerous educa-
tional institutions. associations, and congress's, the ministry of agri-
culture and imperial domains decided to make them permanent.
The minister submitted to the council of state (cabinet of ministers)
his project for placing the curricula on it permanent basis. The
council of state, by a resolution passed on November 7. 1900. adopted
the proposal and provided for the maintenance of the courses already
in existence at the Kharkoti Agricultural School to the amount of
5,800 rubles annually.

In the year 1912 an important reform was instituted in the peda-
gogical coirses. Review courses in zoology, botany. mineralogy,
chemistry, and physics were introduced; farm economy was included
in the number of regular subjects; and the scope of the practical
occupations was extended. For the purpose of giv.ing the students
better and more complete practical training there was also established,
in connection with the courses, a primary agricultural school, in which
all teaching and direction of practical tasks was to be done by the
students.

The system of stipends was modified so that, instead of merely
cash, the students received room and board and a smaller amount of
Money than formerly.

is Owing to these important changes, the expenses of the courses were
almost doubled, and accordingly the annual grant of the ministry
was raised, starting with the year 1912, to 11,600 rubles.
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BESSARAB1AN rCHOOL OF VITICULTURE AND WINE
MAKING.'

The Bessarabian School of Viticulture and Wine Making, though
classed as a secondary agricultural school, has a distinct organization
and a special purpose, and therefore is well worth a separate study.
It has for its aim, as the name suggests, the preparation of specialists
and managers for vineyards, wine factories, and wine cellars.

The school is located in Kishinev, in the Province of Bemarabia.
It was established in 1S94 and reorganized in 1911 in conformity with
the net of 1904 on agricultural education. In January, 1910, the
total number of its students was 46.

The course of instruction covers five years. the first year being
devoted to general subjects and the remaining four to special sub-
jects pertaining to fruit farming and viticulture. The following cub.
sects are taught : Religion; physics and meteorology; natural history;
,,,?odesy and drawing; chemistry; science of soils; knowledge of
machines and implements used in horticulture, viticulture', and wine
making; fruit farming; viticulture; wine making and manufacture
of by-products; wine-cellar keeping; organization of vine and fruit
farming; bookkeeping; and law.

The preparation required of new students corresponds to the course
of " two- class " county schools or other schools of similar scope,
including the primary agricultural schools. The high age limit for
applicants for the first grade is 20 years for those subject to military
duty, but for those exempt from military service there is no age limit.
The minimum age limit is 16 years. Graduation takes place in the
month of August, and new students are enrolled at the same time.

The tuition fee is fixed at '20 rubles annually. Boarding students
pay 200 rubles annually. Fifteen scholarships are offered by the
school, of whi'ch 10 are provided by the Government and 5 have been
founded by the zemstvo.

The graduates of the Bessarabian School receive certificates upon
completion of studies. To obtain the degree of viticulturist they are
required to pass through three years of practice in vineyards or in
wine-producing plants, and at the end of this term they must submit
a certificate and a report of their occupations. Those receiving the
degree of viticulturist acquire also the rights of personal honorary
citizenship. Practice for a period of 10 years conveys the rights of
hereditary honorary citizenship.

The holders of the degree of viticulturist may occupy Government
positions as teachers of viticulture and wine making in primary
schools of this kind, as practical instructors in viticulture, as wine
experts, cellar, managers, etc.

I From the "Collection of data on agricultural education," 16th lane.
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The school is provided with laboratories, a museum, wine cellar,
vineyards, a fruit orchard, an experimental farm, and two libraries.
Its territory covers 73 acres, divided into plots, as follows: Buildings,
.18 acres; park, A acres; vineyard, 37 acres; falfit orchard, 8 acres;
truck garden, 1.3 arms; tree schdol, 0.7 acre; and waste land, 5 acres.
The value of the school property was estimated in 1911 at 327,12'2
rubles, including the laid, which was valued at 13,002 rubles.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGHER AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

, Graduates of secondary agricultural schools mny continue their
education in higher agricultural schools, where they are accepted
without examination. Whenever, owing to al. unusual influx of
candidates, there is an entrance examination, the graduates of agri-
cultural schools are given preference over the graduates of other
secondary schools.

Graduates of the Viticultural School are given an opportunity to
continue studies in their special branch by entering the higher viti-
cultural courses in Yalta, Crimea.

The agricultural education act of 1904 giVe:, the agricultural tu-
dents certain privileges relating to military service. They are per
milted to col inue their studies after ther-liae pased the age of
conscription is 21 years, until of the school
program. t it not after 21 years of age.

RECENT OPINIONS REGARDING AGRICULTURAL/SCHOOLS.

Complaint has been made in Russia that Ow agricultural school has
failed to accomplish its original purposeto educate the penAant class
in progressive methods of farming. It has been charged that the
schools are filled mostly with the children of nonagricultural cli es.

and that, instead of applying the knowledge acquired in improving
native fanning, these students, or at least a majority of them, later
engage in other pursuits in no way connected with agriculture.
Hence some doubt has been aroused regarding the advisability of
burdening the State and local communities any longer with heavy ex-
penditures for agricultural education for children who would receive
as much benefit from general schools and at less expense.

Similar complaints were heard in other European countries, as well
as in the United States, during the experimental stage of this move-
ment. They reached an acute stage in Russia in 1908, when certain
statesmen and educators went so far as to advise that the schools be
closed unless some way of improving conditions was fodnd. As a
consequence of this agitation D. M. Bodisko was delegated by the
ministry of agriculture and imperial domains to investigate the ag-

4
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ricultural schools. After his tour of investigation he submitted a re-
port, in which he said

It is evident that there are deficiencies in the management of agricultural
*tools. The common peoplethe pessantsdo not go to school, consequently
the institutions of learning are tilled by half-educated persons, who swarm in to
take advantage of free tuition and to reevive diplomas.

Formerly these students tilled, to some extent, positions on large eciatett
Ilto at the present time. when the large wtates are onthe verge of extinction,
the graduates of agricultural seleols try to engage In other ..cctioithals that
have nothing in C01111110t). with agriculture.

Even the primary agricultural schools were, in the opinion of Mr.
Rodisko, far from successful in peasant education. The most im-
portant obstacle with which these schltals had to cope was the custom
of the peasants to use their children for farm work in the summer.
Naturally, this prevented their attendance at school during the most
useful period.

Notwithstanding these conditions, this expert investigator
declared:

The State can not do without gall agricultural schools and without practical
tenchittg of agriculture. Such selusqs will, for a long time. he insufficient to
meet the needs of the peasant class and the quotas of students will be com-
posed of various nonagricultural eitokaes. NVhile It is true that these students
will never work their own farms. still, In one way or another. they will dis-
seminate agricultural selenee among the people.

More recent discussions and rep arts show that doubts of the actual
value of agricultural schools Mere more in the nature of transient
disappointment than of serious dissatisfaction. The view of Mr.
Bodisko that these schools. notwithstanding their defects, will for a
long time to come disseminate agricultural science among the peo-

yip in one way or another" has been shared by the Russian authori-
ties in charge of the work. This is indicated by the fact that the
number of agricultural schools increased from '213 at the time of the
investigation t.o 281 in 1912.
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